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Important information to Gun Buyers
The catalog descriptons were derived from records kept by the
deceased owner, Robert"Rusty" White. Mr. White was a civil war
expert, investor, collector and auction company owner. The estate
executor has provided Pearce & Associates a copy of his records
which are shared in this bidding catalog. Pearce & Associates, nor
the Estate executors or heirs, guarantee descriptions, condition or
the authenticity of any item contained in this bidding catalog. You,
the purchaser are encouraged to visit the Pearce Auction Center
located at 720 Fulton Springs Road, Alabaster, Alabama to view
the items in person prior to bidding. ALL items are sold As Is,
Where Is, without warranty or guarantee.
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Percussion Over/Under .365 & .48 (smooth)
- Walnut stock, double hammer and back locks, brass hardware,
small rectangular silver plate, 29.5” barrels- 2 ram rods, double set
triggers, small round with finials patch box, 46” overall length
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Extremely RareHand- Engraved Scottish Murdoch Percussion Pistol
in fine condition

Terms and Conditions of Auction
A 15% buyers premium will be added to the winning bid to
determine the final sales price. Sales tax in the amount of 9% will
be collected on the total sales price. If you are a re-seller and have
a copy of your dealers license and tax exempt number, you will not
have to pay sales tax. Antique firearms (over 100 years) and black
powder guns do not require FFL paperwork. ALL traditional
firearms will require that the purchaser come into the Pearce &
Associates offices and fill out a Form 4473. If you are purchasing a
traditional (non black powder) firearm, you must be a resident of
the State of Alabama. If you are not a resident, you must have
your firearm shipped to a FFL in yourstate, at your expense. All
antiquefirearms and black powder guns may be shipped directly to
you, the purchaser (at your expense).Payment by Cash, Certified
Funds, Bank WIre Transfer, Visa, Mastercard or Discover. We
allow credit cardpayments up to $2500 maximum. Purchases
exceeding $2500 must be paid for by bank wire or certified funds.
We do not accept American Express. All purchases must be paid
for in full within 3 business days of the auctionsending.
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Burnside Carbine Muzzleloader
- SERIAL NUMBER: 15518 DESIGN: Single shot percussion
carbine. 21" barrel. Manufactured by Burnside Rifle, Providence,
RI. CONDITION: Fair. Pitting to metal components. Stock with
scratches and patina.
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Fine 1830's American Pennsylvania Long Rifle
- Set-trigger Pennsylvania long rifle, marked "Atkinson Warranted"
on the percussion lock plate, tiger maple stock, shaped &
engraved brass patch-box in stock, long-tail shaped brass trigger
guard, brass butt & fit. Barrel maker signed by craftsman, "G.F."
44" octagon barrel. Blade front & V grooved sites.
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1830's Cased "Peanut" Derringer
- Cased percussion derringer "PEANUT" size, .40 cal., 1" Barrel,
overall length 4.5". Left side of barrel with two asterisks engraved
and one on top of the breech flat. Engraved lock. German silver
furniture. Checkeredwalnut stock. Case is an old dovetail
mahogany case with red lining. Derringer has proper style mold
with a small plain flask.
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c.1790 Flintlock Rifle
- .700 Flintlock Rifle, c.1790 with 41" full stocked part round barrel/
octagonal at the breach, engraved to the top flat "Kohloi Lothe
Preusische Garde Corps". Steel ramrod & sling swivels. Steel lock
with gold pan &engraved with the name "Moore". Checkered grip.
Intricate shell & bone rosettes on the walnut stock & bands around
butt. 56" length overall.
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2 Early Pewter Helmets Together With English
- Sword is 39” Length & 8” width at the guard. British spyglass
extends to 33” & has a compass inside at the end. Lawrence &
Mayo London stamped.
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CS Richmond Model 1861 Percussion Musket
- Single-shot muzzle loader .58 caliber percussion musket. 40"
barrel. Lockplate is marked “C.S. RICHMOND, VA.” Initials "HFP"
carved into the stock (left side). "U" marked on barrel band. Walnut
stock. Poor/Fair condition with heavy pitting on lockplate, hammer,
& barrel. Hammer & trigger frozen. Missing ramrod.
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1863 Model Tranter's Patent Revolver
- .32 caliber rim-fire seven shot 1863 Model Tranter's Patent
Revolver - Agent J. Venables & Son, Oxford, No. 2036,
Birmingham Proof marks, circa 1868 of standard production
specifications, with blued barrel.
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Colt Model 1863 .58 Caliber Rifle
- 40” barrel with added breech marked N.J. The gun has a Colt
lock dated 1863. It is made up of old and new parts, and has been
restocked. Displays great and would be a nice gun for a
re-enactor. Very good condition.
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Percussion Half Stock, .50 Rifle
- 35 1/4" octagon barrel about .50 caliber. Tiger maple half stock
with patch box. Action works and displays well. Very good
condition.
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Percussion Lancaster Half Stock, .42 Rifle
- 40 1/2" barrel, beautiful tiger maple half stock with inlays. Action
works Maker marked on barrel CCMII, Lancaster. Very good
condition.
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Shipping Information
Antique Firearms - Black Powder - Swords - Pearce & Associates
will pack and ship at the purchasers expense. We will be working
with Shipping Saint to communicate with you after the auction has
ended and invoices are sent. All buyers must pay for their
purchases within 3 business days. We will not begin packing and
shipping until day 4. Check back for updaes on
shipping.Traditional, modern firearms can be shipped ONLY to a
FFL in your State.
Dates & Times
BiddingOpens February 8, 2021. Registration is open now.
Registered bidders will receive email notifications about this
auction.AuctionEnds March 2nd @ 7:00pm central time.Inspection
of firearms February 22nd through February 26.Location of
inspection: Pearce Auction Center, 720 Fulton Springs Road,
Alabaster, Alabama 35007
c1830 Cased Pair of Wilson Dueling Pistols
- Cased pair of Wilson dueling pistols, circa 1830. .50cal.
Rosewood & mahogany case. Flip top brass handle. Comes with
all accouterments. 8 1/2" X 16 1/4" X 3".

- Floral engraving throughout grip and barrel. Fish motif on
hammer. Lion rampant on back of grip. 9.25" overall. Caliber /
Gauge: 11mm Barrel Length: 5.75" Condition: Very good. Light
wear. Some original blue remaining.

Civil War Wolf Hammer Engraved Manhattan, NY Black Powder
Revolver.
- Very nice, Civil War “Wolf Hammer” engraved Manhattan, NY
black powder revolver.Description: serial #47378, .36 cal, 6 3/8"
period barrel. The metal surfaces of this revolver are gunmetal in
color with the cylinder and loading lever a darker gray patina,
some minor scattered old pitting, freckling and small dings. The
brass triggerguard and backstrap are a mix of goldenrod and
ocher patina with some strong silver plate remaining in the
protected areas near the triggerguard. The cylinder motifs are still
quite strong, and the revolver is embellished with expert foliate
scrollwork with punch-dot shading. The grip is one piece walnut.
The barrel, triggerguard and backstrap are numbered to the frame,
the arbor is un-numbered and the cylinder are numbered. The
spring plate is missing and mechanical function is still very strong
with good timing and lockup. This revolver is a solid representative
example of an engraved Manhattan.
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Percussion Tennessee Style .40 Rifle
- 43 1/2" octagon barrel, action works, stock has been refinished
and has restoration, brass hardware. Displays well. Very good.
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Percusssion Half Stock .40 Caliber Rifle
- 38” octagon barrel, action works with set trigger, stock appears
refinished & has a repair in front of lock. Displays well.
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19thc Alley Dublin Percussion Coat Pistol
- Irish Percussion Coat Pistol, by Lewis Alley, Dublin, .56 cal.,
9-1/2'' octagon barrel, checkered walnut halfstock with silver
mounts, twin gold bands at breech of barrel and gold front sight
blade, lockplate with light engraving, and Stand of Armsboth to
triggerguard&lockplate. Rosewood and horn rammer with steel tip
and worm. Condition is very good with light general toning,
moderate flattening to checking, fissures eminating from lockplate
screw on left side, & missing forward triggerguard screw. Action
functions as designed; silver furniture with light tarnishing.
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Enfield Musket shortened to a "buggy gun"
Enfield Musket shortened to a "buggy gun”- .58 caliber percussion
lock plate Tarer 1844 government proof makes, non-enfield tripper
guard, non-enfield short ram-rod/holder
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19thc. Belgian Percussion Musket
19th CenturyBelgian Percussion Musket- single-shot muzzleloader
percussion musket with ramrod, 37" round barrel. Without serial
number, lockplate is unmarked. Light weight. Belgian proof mark
on the barrel. Blued steel finish with walnut stock. Good condition.
Heavy pitting on hammer & barrel.
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F. LLI Pietta Black Powder Revolver - .44 Cal
- SERIAL NUMBER: R315394 DESIGN: Single action revolver.
10-1/2" octagonal barrel. .44 caliber. MATERIAL/FINISH
COMPOSITION: Blued metal. Brass frame. Walnut grips.
CONDITION: Very good. Minor scratching and rubs to blued
components.
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Unmarked Kentucky Percussion Rifle
- Unmarked with no serial number, Percussion Black Powder Rifle
with 39" octagon barrel. Lockplate is unmarked. The manufacturer
is unknown. Tiger maple wood stock. Good condition.
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Replica Civil War Colt Army .36 Caliber Black Powder
- Working firing replica of a Colt Army .36 caliber black powder
pistol by Pietta of Italy. This is a muzzle loaded, black powder,
Civil War-era weapon. One of the finest examples of accurate
working replica weapons around. From a Civil War Collectors
Estate. Never fired.
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Hi Point 9mm Pistol Model C9
- Description: No Clip; Good Condition
Stevens A&T "Tip Up" Pistol
- Manufactured between 1896 to 1916. Caliber is either .25 or .32
stevens (odd ammo)
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Browning 10 Gauge Automatic Shotgun, Never Fired
- Browning 10 gauge automatic shotgun. Never fired.
Percussion Half Stock Louisville .38 Rifle
- 37 1/2" barrel marked Louisville on top flat. Action needs
attention, stock has been refinished and restored. Displays well.
Very Good
U.S. Springfield Model 1884 Trapdoor Rifle
- SERIAL NUMBER: 554919 DESIGN: Single-shot trap door
percussion rifle. 31" barrel. MATERIAL/FINISH COMPOSITION:
Blued steel. Wood stock. FEATURES: Rear sight. Sling rings.
Includes ramrod. Carved "SWP 1891" to stock. CONDITION:
Good. Approximately 30% of finish remains. Scratches and nicks
to stock.
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Flintlock Full Stock, .64 Musket
- 37” octagon / round barrel, gun was converted to percussion at
one time and has been converted back to flint. Parts need to be
finished. Action works, walnut stock has some repairs.. Nice
looking gun. Very Good
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E. Whitney New Haven Antique Civil War Musket 1833
- This muzzle loader was produced in the U.S. by E. Whitney and
is stamped New Haven 1833
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Flintlock, Tiger Maple Fullstock .36 Rifle
- 4 1/2" octagon barrel, gun was converted to percussion at one
time & has been converted back to flint. Action works. Stock is
refinished & has been repaired. Displays great.
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c1830 Continental Single Shot Percussion Pistol
- Continental single shot percussion pistol. .64 caliber, 7-inch
octagonal & grooved barrel with dovetailed blade & bead front
sight. Liege proof & LC touch marks at breech. Unmarked lock.
Fine checkered walnut
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41 CAL DERINGER PERCUSSION POCKET PISTOL
- Mid 19th century good, of the Henry Deringer percussion pistol.
2.5 inch rifled barrel. Scroll engraved lock and cock. Some age
pitting. In working order. White metalfittings. Walnut stock.
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Flintlock Pistol Converted to Percussion
- .69 caliber (approx), checkered grip, and hand tooled
lockplate/hammer
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Small Belt Flintlock Pistol In .45 Cal Iron Brass
- Iron furniture and 3 5/8 inch octagon to round barrel, wood stock,
brass pommel with flower engraved, rod is absent. Bore is
oxidized. Entire length is 8 inches. Overall very good condition.
Caliber: .45
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Unmarked 19thc Percussion Musket
- SERIAL NUMBER: None DESIGN: Single shot muzzle loader
percussion musket with ramrod, 43" octagon barrel. Double
triggers. Lockplate is marked; however, the markings are barely
visible. MATERIAL/FINISH COMPOSITION: Blued steel. Walnut
stock. CONDITION: Good.
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English Tower Pattern 1846 .75 Cal Flintlock Musket
- English Tower Pattern 1846 .75 Cal Flintlock Musket, For The
Line Regiments. Length 55" - 9890-032518-LA-00256
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Pistol
Derringer 2 Shot
Smith & Wesson Model 340 Double Action Revolver
- Description: serial #DAT8279, 357 Magnum, 2" barrel with a
bright excellent bore. The PVD-coated surfaces of this revolver
remain in excellent condition with only a faint turn ring on the
cylinder and some powder burns on its face. The revolver wears a
black rubber Crimson Trace grip with integral laser that remains in
excellent, fully functional condition, and a Trijicon front sight that
retains a faint glow. Included is the original blue plastic case with
its associated paperwork and accessories. This revolver appears
to have seen just a little use and would probably make for a good
carry gun.
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Old Army Ruger
- 71/2 inch barrel 45 cal in very good condition, stainless steel with
adjustable back blade site
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1863 Starr Revolver
Long Gun
Red Ryder BB Gun 1938 model millennium edition
- This model is a limited edition featuring special laser-etched
engraving on the stock. Red Ryder pocket knife included in the
box.
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Red Ryder BB Gun 1938 model millennium edition
- This model is a limited edition featuring special laser-etched
engraving on the stock.
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Red Ryder BB Gun model 1938 60th Anniversary edition "Diamond
Anniversary"
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US Model 1821 Infantry Officer’s Eagle Head Sword
- Model 1821 U.S. Infantry Officer’s Sword, with the eagle-head
pommel. In very good condition, beautiful quillion, brass scabbard
with small dent, overall both sword and scabbard are in very good
condition, blade displays no battle dings & has never been
sharpened since manufacture, only traces of gold gild, historic
piece of old collection.
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Late 19thc Russian Kinjal Dagger
- 19th-century (circa late 1800’s- 1910) Russian Kinjil dagger. The
hilt has an exposed tang with a set of bone & gold wire wrapped
grips held by three highly decorated rivets. The ricasso art the top
of the blade has a hexagonal cross-section. 20” overall length.
Blade- 14 1/2” L x 1 1/2” , hilt- 5 1/2” L
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19thc Bone Handle Knife, Leather Sheath
- 19thc bone handle knife, with leather & brass belt loop sheath.
11 3/4” overall length, 6” blade, some loss to leather sheath on
one side & some rust to the blade at top
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Trophy Bowie Fixed Blade Knife w/ Standard Edge Stainless Clip
Point Blade & Stag Handles

Red Ryder BB Gun model 1938 60th Anniversary edition
"Diamond Anniversary”- Limited edition with matching certificate
and special laser-etched graphics on the stock. Certificate
included in the box.
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Red Ryder BB gun model 1938B 50th Anniversary "Classic" edition
- from 1988 Brown Boxed (signifying it was shipped/sold
overseas). Includes a reprint of a 1938 Red Ryder comic, pad of
targets, can of ammo and all paperwork and certificates.
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French Officer’s Lion Head Pommel Sword
- Early French officer’s sword with lion head pommel. Circa 1830,
this sword was the one imported into the South and compiled for
CS Artillery use by TG&Co, New Orleans. Hard to find in any
condition, but this 24" double-edged blade is excellent. No fuller.
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18th Century French Rapier
18th Century French rapier- Fine cut steel & nice blade in
excellent condition. Engraved blade on all three concave sides.
Pommel decorated with "rolling" cannon balls. Grip originally
polished blue, now plum brown.Cross-guard also has moving
cannon ball design. Sharp but never sharpened. In fine condition
as pictured. 34® Length
19thc French Cavalry Officer's Sabre
- 1816-1831 French cavalry officer's epee. Heavy cavalry
cuirassier armour & helmet on the push button locking & folding
guard. Strong & solid, un-cleaned & 100% original attic find. 39"
overall length.

- Weight: 1.7 Lbs, Trophy Stag Bowie, 15 3/4” overall, 10 1/4” satin
finish stainless clip point blade, stag bone handle, brass guard and
brass pommel, pakkawood spacers, brown leather sheath, boxed,
specifications made in Pakistan frost cutlery & knives
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Skinner Fixed Demascus Bone Handle Hunting Knife
- Damascus steel, skinner fixed, bone-handled hunting knife with
standard edge, full tang, horn spacers, & brass guard & pommel,
overall: 8”, blade: 3 3/4”

Centuries Old Bone Handled Khanjar Dagger
- A Khanjar is a traditional dagger, originating from Oman, with a
short, curved sword blade that is shaped like a hook. These
daggers were often worn by men for ceremonial occasions.
Traditionally, thesedaggers were designed by their future owners
& could take 3 weeks to several months to create. Hammered
steel blade that measures 7" long. 10 1/4" overall length.
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Taxidermy Bear Rug
- Masterfully taxidermied on a red suede backing
Elk Mount
- H 80”, W 36”, D 43”
Buffalo Head Taxidermy Mount
- Mount is about 36” tall and 30” long and 20” wide and weighs
about 80 lbs

Landers Frary & Clark Stag Antler Carving Knife
- Landers Frary & Clark carving knife with beautiful stag antler
handle,9" steel blade, with ornate stamped sterling silver ferrule.
Engraved on the end with an "S".15 1/2" overall length.
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Clean Model 1860 Ames Cavalry Saber
- This is a true attic find. The date 1865 & inspector's mark "J.F." is
clearly stamped on the ricasso. The reverse side has no marking,
nor was it ever marked. the blade has a smooth surface, nice
patina, & no pitting. The three banded guard has a beautiful
patina, as does the pommel. The leather grip & twisted brass wire
are perfect. No scabbard.
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WWII German 3rd Reich Stag Handle Dress Bayonet
WWII German 3rd Reich stag handle dress bayonet- In very good
condition with original felt piece in groove that attaches to firearm.
The blade is marked original Eickhorn Solingen. The scabbard has
leather frog.Measures 15" L with a 10" blade.
18th Century Indian Katar, w/Original Leather Sheath
- 18th century, armor piercing, Indian push dagger katar with
original fitted leather sheath. Hand made. Blade measures 7.75".
Overall length 13.25".
US Calvary Saber Civil War Period
US Calvary Sword Civil War Period
Lion Head Handle Sword
- marked ONNG620SNE on blade, unknown origin
US Calvary Saber Civil War Period
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Elk Mount
- H 65”, W 30”, D 30”
Mount
- H 45”, W 20”, D 26”
Impala Shoulder Trophy Mount
- H 39”, W 13”, D 21”
Antelope Mount
- H 30”, W 12”, D 17”
Deer Mount
- H 35”, W 17”, D 18”
Wild Boar Mount
- H 15”, D 21”
Wild Boar Trophy Mount
- H 21”, D 20”
Black Boar Mount
- H 18”, D 23”
White Catalina Goat Taxidermy Mount
White Catalina Trophy goat taxidermy, shoulder mount, facing
straight on- H 23”, D 20”
Spring Bok Shoulder Trophy Mount
- Height 28"
Vintage Moose Antler Mount
- Height 26"; Width 40"
Mammoth Wild West Buffalo Skin Rug (Backed)
-Mammoth size 8' 3" X 9' .
Prong Horn Antelope Shoulder Trophy Mount
- Height 33"
Impressive Sable Antelope Shoulder Trophy Mount
- Height 40"; Horns 40".
Blesbok Shoulder Trophy Mount
- Height 32"
Water Buffalo Shoulder Trophy Mount
- Height 46"; Horns.
Faux Antler Chandelier
- Height 32"; Diameter 34"
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Impala Shoulder Trophy Mount
- Height 39"; Antler/length 13"
Springbok Shoulder Trophy Mount
- Height 30"
Maine Bobcat & Hare, Full Body Trophy Mount With Oak Base
- Height 50"; Length 50"
Brown Bear Skin Rug With Head And Claws
- 65 X 61"
Large Mouth Bass Trophy Wall Mount
- Length 45"
Blesbok Shoulder Trophy Mount
- Height 34"
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